
ON THE ZEROS OF TOTAL SETS OF POLYNOMIALS
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1. Introduction. In the plane of the complex variable z = x-\-iy, we shall

deal with domains B which are schlicht, bounded, and simply-connected. Let

LB designate a class of functions which are regular in B and which possess the

additional property that to every boundary point z¡, of B and to every e,

there exist functions of the class with a singularity in the circle C(zt; e):

| z — Zb\ <e. As examples of such classes, let us note

(a) the class of all functions regular in B,

(b) the class consisting of a single function which possesses the boundary

of B as its natural boundary.

A set of polynomials

(1) pn(z)   =   S ankZ     =   dnn(z  —  Z\    )   •   •   •   (z  —   Z„    ),
k=0

ann ft 0 (» - 0, 1, 2, • • • ),

will be said to be total over Lb if

(a) the zeros of the polynomials are bounded:

(2) | zF \ÛM (n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ; i = 1, 2, • • • , n),

and if

(b) every function of the set Lb possesses an expansion of the form

00

(3) /w = Zm.(»), feiB,
71=0

convergent at every interior point of B.

We shall mention four examples of total sets.

(a) The set of polynomials orthonormalized over the boundary of B

(Szegö [9]):

(4) I  pm(z)(pn(z))-ds = 5»„;        Re (ann) > 0.
*' b

(b) The set of polynomials orthonormalized over the area B (Bergman

[l], Carleman [3]):

//.
(5) I      pm(z)(pn(z))'dxdy = Smn;        Re (a„n) > 0.
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With some additional restrictions as to the nature of the boundary of B, the

set (4) is known to be total over the set of functions regular in and on the

boundary of B, while the set (5) is total over the set of functions/ which are

regular in B and such that JJb\í\ 2dxdy< ». The zeros of these polynomials

lie in the convex hull of B. In both cases, weight functions may be supplied.

(c) Let 2i, 22, • • • , zk be ¿ distinct complex points. Define polynomials

£„(0) as follows:

Po(z) = 1,

pi(z) = Z - Zi,

pk(z) = (z - Zi)(z - z2) ■ ■ ■ (z — zk),

pk+i(z) = (z - zi)(z - z2) ■ • • (z - zk)(z - Zl),

If, now, B is the interior of (any loop of) the lemniscate

(7) L:     I (z — zi)(z — z2) • • • (z — zk) | = c;        c > 0,

then the set (6) will be total over the set of functions regular in the interior

of B. (See, e.g., Walsh [12, p. 57].)

(d) As the fourth and final example, we shall mention the Faber poly-

nomials for a domain (Faber [4]). Let the function

ai       a2
(8) w = <¡>(z) =z + a0 + —+ — +•••

z        z2

map the exterior of the domain B onto the exterior of the circle \w\ =a,

a>0. The Faber polynomials are defined as

(9) pn(z) = principal part of [<p(z)]n (n = 0, 1, • • • )•

They are known to be total over the set of functions regular in B.

In our first theorem, we relate the derived set of the set of zeros of a total

set of polynomials with the geometry of the domain. Here, it is shown that

the limit points of zeros cannot lie exclusively in any "half" of the domain. A

variety of applications has been found for this theorem. It has been used in

Corollary 1.2 to obtain geometric information about lemniscates, and in

Theorem 2 to prove the existence at certain nondifferentiable portions of the

boundary of B of limit points of the zeros of total sets. In §4, an application is

made, through the Faber polynomials, to conformai mapping; this yields

theorems on the possible analytic continuation of the mapping functions of a

domain with an analytic boundary as well as distortion theorems for schlicht

functions of a type obtained by Golusin. Applications to the theory of over-

convergence and to theorems of Jentzsch type are also possible, but have not
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been discussed here. In §3, the assumption is made that the zeros of a total

set possess a density. It is found that in this case, the domain B over which

the set is total cannot be arbitrary, and, indeed, must have as boundary a

level line of a logarithmic potential.

In §5, several of the results of §4 have been generalized to the case of

multiply-connected domains. At first, a theorem analogous to Theorem 1 is

proved for total sets of rational functions. This theorem is then applied to

certain specific sets of rational functions introduced by Walsh, and yields

theorems on the possible analytic continuation of the interior Green's function

of a domain, and of various harmonic measures relevant to the domain. These

theorems are purely geometric in character.

2. On the derived set of the set of zeros.

Theorem 1. Let Zb and zw designate two distinct points lying on the boundary

of a domain B. Then the half-planes

(10a) | z — Zb I è I z — Zb- I,

(10b) | 2 — 2ft- |   = | Z — Zb |

must each contain a limit point of zeros of the polynomials of any set which is

total over an LB.

Proof. Let zi designate a point which is interior to B. This point will be

thought of as being fixed initially. For a value / with 0<Z<1, the set of all

points 2 satisfying

(11.)
Zb

z — Zi
^ t

lie in or on a circle of Apollonius A(zb, zi; t) whose "foci" are at Zb and zi,

that circle being selected which contains z¡, in its interior. We shall show

firstly that for all fixed /, 0<Z<1, an infinite number of zeros z\n) must lie in

comp A. Select a /' with 0<Z</'<1, and define a S by

(12) 0 < 5 < min ¡— (/' - t)\zb- zi\, (-J | zb - z/1 >

The circle C(z&; 5) will then be contained in the circle A. Suppose now that

an infinite number of zeros do not lie in comp A. Then, for all n — n0, zin)

lie in A. If, therefore, z(EC(zb; §), we have

<•» i (n)

Z — Zk Z — Zb\ Zb — Zk

(13)

1/2 I zi — Zb

+ i-r = i-r + f.
I Zl ~ zin) I I Zl ~ zin) Izi — z£n) | I zi — z(kn) I \zi — z¿n) I I zi — z(kn)

5
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Let a function of the class Lb now be selected for which there is a singularity

in the circle C(zb', 5). Such a function must exist and will possess an expansion

(14) /(f)   =   X Kpn(z)   =   X b'„(Z  -  ZT')   ■■■   (Z-Znn)),
7i=0 n=0

converging for all interior points. In particular, it converges for z = z¡, and

therefore for some M>0 and for all »ïïWi,

(15) | ftl| á M{ | (fz - zi"') ■■ ■ (zr- ¿n))\}~\

The claim is now made that the series (14) converges uniformly and ab-

solutely for all z£C(z¡,; 5). For,

» °°     I    _   (n) I I    _   (n) I
E,/, O) (n) ^       |  Z Zl |  Z Zn

ftn(z - Zi   ) • • • (z - Z„   ) « AÍ2^

(16)
Z/ - z<n) [ • • •   I Z/ — z^n)

< MX*'" < °°

Thus in C(zb\ e) the series X«°=o bnpn(z) is a regular function /i(z), while in

Bf~\C(zb\ e) it coincides with the regular function/(z). Therefore,/i(z) is an

analytic continuation of f(z) to C(zt; e). This is impossible because of the

singularity of f(z) in this circle.

We next show that for fixed z¡, and z/, the half-plane

(17) | z — Zb | à | z — z/ |

must contain a limit point of zeros. Select a sequence ti<t2< • • • , with

limn<00 tn = \. It is clear that the point set

CO

fl comp A(zb, zi', tn)

is the half-plane (17). The result now follows, inasmuch as the zeros are as-

sumed to be bounded. If no assumption of boundedness had been made, we

could only conclude that there are an infinite number of zeros in each region

comp .¡4(z6, zr, t). Finally, to arrive at (10a), select a sequence of interior

points zrn with lim,,^ zjn = Zi,<. (10b) follows by symmetry.

It should be noted that the half-planes (10a) and (10b) are bounded by

the perpendicular bisector of the chord [z¡, z&-]. By allowing Zb—>st, we see

that Theorem 1 also holds for the half-planes bounded by the normals to the

boundary of B. It will be convenient to adopt a notation for the family of all

normals and perpendicular bisectors of chords of a given domain. If the given

domain has boundary C, we shall designate this family by N(C).

Corollary 1.1. Let the zeros of a set of polynomials total over Lb possess a
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single limit point. Then B must necessarily be a circle.

For in this case, the perpendicular bisectors of all chords must pass

through the single limit point. The figure is therefore a circle.

Corollary Í.2Í1). The normals and the perpendicular bisectors of all

chords of (any loop of) the lemniscate (7) must meet the convex hull of the foci

Zu z2, ■ • • , Zk.

For the set (6) is total over the set of functions regular in the interior

of the lemniscate, and the foci are the only limit points of the zeros.

By employing any set of Jacobi polynomials P%"ß\z) (cf. Szegö [lO, p.

238]) we may obtain a similar and elementary result for ellipses: if C desig-

nates an arbitrary ellipse, then each line of the family N(C) must intersect

the focal segment FF'.  But more generally, we have the following:

Corollary 1.3. Let {pn(x)} be any set of polynomials which are orthonormal

over ( — 1, 1) with respect to a(x): i.e.,

I      pn(x)pm(x)da(x) = Smn (m, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, • ■ • ).

a(x) may be selected as any nondecreasing function which possesses infinitely

many points of increase and such that

I       da(x) < oo.

Then the set {p„(z)} can be total only over domains whose boundary C is such

that each line of the family N(C) intersects the segment ( — 1, 1).

Proof. In this case (see, e.g., Szegö [9, p. 43]), the zeros of the set are

confined to the segment ( — 1, 1). If a line of the family N(C) did not inter-

sect ( — 1, 1), the conclusion of Theorem 1 would be contradicted.

In Whittaker [14], the notion of a basic series of polynomials effective

for a domain B is defined and studied. Briefly, a set of polynomials is said to

be effective in B if each function regular in B has an expansion (3) uniformly

convergent in every closed subdomain. The coefficients bn are to be determined

by applying to/a sequence of operators which are essentially linear differen-

tial operators of infinite order. A basic set of polynomials pn(z)=z"+ • • •

which is effective for B will be total over B in our sense if the set of zeros is

bounded. Thus, theorems on the effectiveness of basic series may yield,

0) Cf. Walsh [ll] where a similar theorem has been proved for the normals. Walsh uses

potential theory to arrive at this result for the lemniscate, and, more generally, for the level

curves of the Green's function of the domain exterior to a closed boundary set. Corollary 1.2

may be generalized by utilizing the Newton interpolation polynomials whose distribution of

zeros is more general than that of (6). In this connection, see Goncharov [ó]. Cf. also Theorem 7.
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through Theorem 1, statements about the distribution of their zeros. For

example, we have the following.

Corollary 1.4. Let pn(z) be given by (1) with the coefficients a„k subject to

\ank\ ûMan~k (¿ = 0, 1, •••,«; « = 0, 1, • • • ), a„„ = l. Then the set \pn(z)}

has a limit point in each closed half-plane Re (ei6z) =ï 0, 0 í=0 5= 27r.

Proof. Under the above restriction, the set of polynomials is known to be

effective in a circle \z\ <T, for T sufficiently large (Boas [2]). Now the zeros of

the set are bounded. For, let z(kn) be a zero of pn(z). Then,

(n) i» i i  i     (n) ¡n—l

Zk Í5 I  «n.n-l I  | Zk +   •   ■   •   +  |  an0 |

^ irl     <n> I"-1       ,     ,, |     (n) |  n-2   2 .     ,.  «
S M\Zk o- + M \zk a + ■ ■ ■ -f- Ma-

Thus,

1
— <
M ' 4n) + ... +

If, now, zr—>» («—>»), then, ultimately, |<r/zr| <1, so that

7(n)
Zk

Ml

— = —

M     1

<T/Zk

(n) in+1

c/z^

=  0(1) (n »)•

This is impossible. Thus, the set of polynomials is total over |z| <T, and the

conclusion follows.

Corollary 1.5. Let the limit points of the zeros of pn(z) be bounded and

possess a closed convex hull which does not contain the origin. Then the set can-

not be total (hence a fortiori effective) over any circle \z\ <R.

By choosing zb and zv in Theorem 1 as widely separated points, it appears

that the limit points of zeros of a total set cannot lie exclusively in any "half"

of the domain. By choosing z& and zv sufficiently close together along a portion

of smooth arc, it follows, as we have already observed, that a limit point of

zeros must be located on either side of a normal to the boundary, the normal

itself being included. At nondifferentiable portions of the boundary, an inter-

esting phenomenon may appear. We shall describe this in our next theorem

and show by this means that domains exist for which certain total sets must

necessarily have limit points of zeros on the boundary.

Theorem 2. Let the zeros of a total set over an Lb be contained in a domain

B*. Let z(bl, z{bf be two sequences of boundary points of B. Designate by

P(n) the corresponding sequence of half-planes

Zd, I Zbt\
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If Zb is a boundary point of B for which, in the point set sense, we have

(18) Zb = n l^"' ^ B*i

then Zb is a limit point of zeros.

Proof. By Theorem 1, each PíníC\B* contains a limit point of zeros. If

the circle C(zb; e) be drawn, then, for « sufficiently large, P(n)i^B* is con-

tained in this circle. Thus, there must be an infinite number of zeros in each

C(zb;e).

As a special case, we have then the following result:

Corollary 2.1. If the domain B is convex and possesses at z¡, a corner

whose angle is less than t/2, then Zb is a limit point of the zeros of the ortho-

normal polynomials (4) and (5) (or any total set whose zeros lie in B).

Proof. In this case, we may select B*=B. Now choose Zb¡(n)=Zb, and

Zb2(n) as a sequence of boundary points approaching z& on one side of the

corner. The condition (18) is clearly satisfied.

We may employ Theorem 2 to give an example showing that if the

boundary of a domain is deformed continuously, the motion of the zeros of the

orthonormal polynomials (4), (5) may, in a certain sense, be discontinuous.

To show this, proceed as follows. Upon a small arc of the unit circle U as a

base, erect a triangle Tt, one of whose sides is a segment of length e lying on

an extension of a radius and whose vertex angle has a fixed value a<ir/2.

The domain U-\-Tt satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. The vertex of Te

is therefore a limit point of zeros. This is true for all e. Yet, as e—>0, U-\-Tt

approaches U uniformly, a figure the zeros of whose orthonormal polynomials

are all located at the origin.

3. On the strength of limit points. From the results of the preceding sec-

tion, it appears that a knowledge of the distribution of the zeros of a set of

polynomials will yield necessary conditions to be satisfied by any region

over which the set is total. In particular (cf. Corollary 1.1), if sufficiently

strong hypotheses are made as to their distribution, then the possible regions

of totality are essentially determined. This corollary is capable of wide gen-

eralization. To this end, and in order to characterize more closely the distri-

bution of zeros at a limit point, it is convenient to introduce the notion of

the strength of a limit point (cf. Korovkin [7]).

Let N(z, e, n) designate the number of the points zi"\ • • • , znn) which lie

in the circle C(z; e). We shall say that z is a limit point of positive strength if

(19) lim inf (\/n)N(z, t, n) = /(e) > /' > 0,

for all e>0. This means, roughly, that z is a limit point of positive strength
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if at least a fixed positive proportion of the zeros of each polynomial cluster

about it. Consider also the following situation. Suppose that the zeros have a

finite number of limit points zi, z2, • • • , zp. If for each i, i=l, 2, - ■ ■ , p,

and for some

ti < min | Zj — Zk | (j, k = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p; j ?¿ k),

we have

(20) lim (l/n)N(zi. a, n) = Pi>0 (i = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p),

then (20) will persist for all smaller e¡ and the result will therefore be inde-

pendent of €,-. In such a case, we say that z, is a limit point of strength p¿.

Let the set {pn(z)\ be total over an LB. Each /££js therefore possesses

an expansion of the form

(21) /(z) = X ftl(z - z[n)) ■■■ (z- zT),
71 = 0

valid in B. We shall impose the further condition that

(22) lim sup (| ft'B I)1'" ^ r < »; / G LB,
n—*»

where r is independent of the function/. Condition (22) is fulfilled for many

sets. In particular, it is fulfilled for the sets (4), (5), (6), (9). It is fulfilled, in

addition, for any total set whose zeros are not everywhere dense in B.

Theorem 3. Let condition (22) be fulfilled. Then no boundary point Zb can

be a limit point of positive strength.

Proof. Assume the contrary. Then given an e>0, there will therefore exist

an «o(e) such that for «^«o(e), N(zb, e, «)2;«/'. Hence for \z — Zb\ ^e and for

n = n0(e),

| z - Zi    | 1 % — fS    [ • • •   | z - z„    |  g (2e)     (M + e)

-   [(2ef(M WT-

Now let e be selected so small that r(2e)t'(M-\-e)l~t' = r' <1. By the definition

of the class LD, we can now find a function / of this class which possesses a

singularity in the circle C(zb; e). But since

I ft„(z - zi   ) ■ ■ ■ (z - zn  )\ é r («a «i),

the series (21) will converge absolutely and uniformly in C(zb\ e) and will

therefore provide an analytic continuation of / to this circle. This is a con-

tradiction.

A more general assumption is that the zeros z(n) possess a density defined
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as follows. Let the zeros (assumed to be bounded) lie in a rectangle R. Let

r=r(xu x2; yu y-i) designate the rectangle X\—x<x2; y\-=y<y2, and N(n, r)

the number of zeros of pn(z) which lie in r. Assume that for each r, the limit

1
(23) lim — N(n, r) = p(r)

n—>»   n

exists. Under these assumptions, the region of totality must be bounded by a

level line of the logarithmic potential

(24) |  log | z — to | dp„(r) = const.,

the integral being understood in the Riemann-Stieltjes sense. We shall prove

this only in the case of a finite number of limit points of strength pf. The

general case is obtained in a similar fashion. By way of a lemma, we employ

the following theorem which is due to Korovkin [7].

Theorem 4. Let the roots of the polynomials

(25) qn(z) = (z - z" ) ■ ■ ■ (z - z„" )

be bounded and possess a finite number of limit points of strengths Pi (*«■!,

2, • ■ • , p). If a sequence {cn\ be given for which

(26) lim sup | c„|1/n = m < °o,
n—»»

then the series ^"„0 cnqn(z) converges uniformly and absolutely at each point

z for which

(27) n 12 - 2< ip< < i/™-
1-1

Moreover, if z is not a limit point of zeros of qn(z), and if

(28) III z - 2i lPi > 1/«.
1=1

then the series diverges.

Theorem 5. Let the polynomials qn(z) be total over an Lb- If their zeros

possess only a finite number of limits points z%, z2, ■ • ■ , zp, each of positive

strength p¿, then B is necessarily a lemniscate:

v I

(29) LM:       '\z- Zik- = — ; 0<M<°o.

Proof. Let the point z*£-B and not coincide with any of the limit points
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Zi. We can find an r and an N such that the polynomials qn(z) possess no zeros

in the circle C(z*; r) for n = N. Hence, for n = N, |g»(z*)| =rn. If an /G£s

be selected, it will have an expansion/(z) = ^cnqn(z) convergent at z = z*.

Hence, for some constant K, \cnqn(z*)\ <K, and therefore \cn\ <K/r",

n = N. Thus, lim supn_M |c„|1/n^l/r. Inasmuch as r is independent of the

particular /G-i-s chosen, lim sup,,,» |cn(/)|1/n has a uniform upper bound

for all fÇz.Ls, and hence a least upper bound. We shall designate this least

upper bound by M.

We shall now show that B=LM- In the first place, for every /G-Ls,

lim sup„,M | cn(f)\ l,n-¿M. Therefore, by Theorem 4, every such/ is analytic

in at least LM. But since the class of functions Lb contains functions with

singularities arbitrarily close to the boundary of B, it follows that Lm must

be contained in B. In the second place, by the definition of M, we can find,

for each positive e, a function /e, such that lim sup„,M | cn(ft) \1/n = M', M' — M

^M'-\-e. By the second part of Theorem 4, it follows that the series for/e di-

verges outside of Lm>. But since the set of polynomials is total, the series must

converge for all B. Therefore B is contained in Lw By letting e—>0, it follows

that B must be contained in Lm-

4. Application to conformai mapping. We shall next apply Theorem 1 to

some problems in the theory of conformai mapping. All the domains with

which we shall be dealing in the present section will be assumed to have

analytic boundaries. Let

ai      a2
(30) z = ¿(w) = w + a0-\-h — H-,

w      w2

give a schlicht conformai map of the exterior of the circle \w\ =a, a>0,

onto the exterior of a domain B. The inverse map will be denoted by (p(z).

The positive quantity a is known as the transfinite diameter of B. Inasmuch

as the boundary of B is assumed to be analytic, the mapping function

}j/(w) may be continued across the circle \w\ =a. There will therefore exist an

r:0<r<a, such that the mapping function \p(w) will continue to be regular

and schlicht in the exterior of \w\ =r. We shall derive a lower bound for such

values r, and in the case of the interior mapping function, an analogous upper

bound. These bounds will be given in terms of simple geometric quantities

associated with the domain B.

We begin with a proof of an asymptotic expression for the Faber poly-

nomials (9) of a domain B (cf. Szegö [l0, p. 363]).

Theorem 6. Let w=<p(z) map the exterior of B conformally onto the exterior

of \w\ =a. If z = \p(w) is regular and schlicht for \w\ —r, r<a, and if C, desig-

nates the image in the z-plane of the circle \w\ =r, then we have

(31) lim #„(*)/[*(*)]»= 1
ft—*»
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holding uniformly for all z exterior to Cr.

Proof. Let \z\ =R be a large circle. We consider the integral

k(f)J" - PAÏ)
(32) hi r-

dÇ.

The integrand is analytic for |f| ^R (see (9)), and at the point f = » has a

zero of order at least two, inasmuch as [</>(f)]" — pn(Ç) has a zero of order at

least one. The residue at » of (32) is therefore 0, so that

(33) —: I -dc = —; I -df = pn(z).
2tiJ |j-|_fi    f — z 2m J |f|=Ä f - z

Let z be exterior to Cr- Since if/(w) is regular and schlicht for \w\ ¿tr, there

exists an r' <r for which the same may be asserted. Now

(34)

so that

(35)

whence

(36)

Thus,

(37)

[<*>«:
2iri J in-«

[*«)]"
dt

2iri J c ,

[*(f)]'
dt,

¿Tí v' c-,   r — Z

?„(z)  -   [0(f)]» ¡
L(Cr.)r"

2ir dist (z, CP')

Pn(z)

[Hz)]"
1

¿(Cr.)

2x dist (z, Cr')
(f'A)»,

for all z on and exterior to Cr. (31) now follows by letting «—»».

The following corollary is an easy consequence of (37).

Corollary 6.1. The zeros of the Faber polynomials are uniformly bounded.

Their limit points are all confined to the interior of Cr.

Theorem 7. Let the domain B have an analytic boundary C. Let C, be de-

fined as in the previous theorem. Then the lines l(E.N(C) must all have points in

common with Cr.

Proof. For if not, there would be an h(EN(C) with Cr lying completely

to one side of it. By the preceding corollary, all the limit points of the zeros

of the Faber polynomials for B would therefore lie on one side of h. But this

contradicts Theorem 1.
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Before proving our next theorem, it will be convenient to introduce a

domain constant as follows: re will be defined as the greatest lower bound of

values r for which the exterior mapping function \p(w) is regular and schlicht

exterior to ¡w| =r. In addition, we shall introduce the function

(38) K(x) = (x - (x2 - x)1'2)-2; x à I.

It is to be noted that the function K(x) increases monotonically from K(l) = 1

to K(oo)=4.

Theorem 8. Let the boundary of B be an analytic curve C. If

(39) d* = min    max   dist (z, I),
zgiß   l£N(C)

then we have

(40) ¿74 g. r, < a.

Alore precisely, if

(41) m = min dist (0, bdry B),

then we have

(42) if» ^ r„K(re/m).

Proof. The right-hand inequality of (40) is immediate, inasmuch as C is

analytic. Let the mapping function \[/(w) be regular and schlicht on and

exterior to the circle \w\ =r. At the outset, we shall make the further as-

sumption that \p(w) does not vanish in this region. In this case, the image

CT of \w\ =r will be a curve which contains the origin in its interior. Consider

now the function

(43) h(w) = r/\p(r/w) = w + • • ■  .

The function h(w) is regular and schlicht in \w\ gl, mapping it onto the

interior of a curve C1 which is obtained by inverting C in the circle \z\ =r.

If M/ = max dist (0, Cl), then Mr = r/m. By the distortion theorem of Pick

[8], we shall have

(44) min   | h(w) | â l/K(r/m)
l«l=i

and hence

(45) max  | ip(w) | ^ rK(r/m).
\v\-t

If, now, d = ma.xiçzN(o dist (0, /), then by the same argument used in the

proof of Theorem 7, we must have

(46) d g rK(r/m) < Ar.
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In the general situation, i.e., if \[/(w) vanishes in \w\ èfi then a constant c

may be chosen so that the function xp'iw) =^(w)+c will map the exterior of

\w\ =a onto the exterior of the congruent domain B' so that the origin 0'

is located interior to the curve C'. In this case, (46) will hold with d replaced

by d' = maxi^ffio dist (0', /). But now from Í39), we have d*^d', so that

d*^rKir/m) <4r. The inequalities (40) and (42) now follow.

Let us describe some of the consequences of this theorem. The trans-

finite diameter a is an increasing set function, so that if R is the radius of

the smallest circle containing B, we must have atsR- (40) may therefore be

rewritten in the weakened form

(47) d*/4R = r„/a.

Consider now domains B lying interior to the unit circle (i.e., R = i). If the

exterior mapping function \piw) can be continued into the far interior of the

circle \w\ =<z, then re/a and hence d* will be very small. This implies that

the domain B must be "circle-like." (In this connection, we remark that

d* = 0 if and only if B is a circle.) On the other hand, if C bounds an area

which is long and thin, or consists of a circle-like figure with a small bump

in it, then, as can be seen from Theorem 7, the maximum deviation of curves

Cr, r<a, from C must be small. For such figures, the inverse mapping func-

tion (piz) cannot be continued to any great extent into the interior of B so as

to cover circles \w\ =r.

We shall now obtain theorems similar to Theorems 7 and 8 for the interior

mapping function z=fiw)=w-\-a2w2-\- ■ • ■ . They are obtained from the

two preceding theorems by inversion in the unit circle.

Theorem 9. Let the boundary of B be an analytic curve C, and suppose that

z=fiw)=w-\-a2w2-\- • ■ • maps the interior of \w\=b onto the interior of B.

If fiw) can be continued so as to be regular and schlicht in \w\ 5jr, r>b, then

the curve C,':fireie), 0^6 —2w, must meet all the circles which pass through z = 0

and are orthogonal to C.

Proof. Consider the function hiw) = i/fil/w) =w+ • • ■ . The function

Ä(w) is regular and schlicht on and exterior to \w\ =l/r, mapping it onto

the exterior of a curve C\, the point at infinity going into the point at in-

finity. C\ is the inverse of C, in \z\ =1. By Theorem 7, any normal to C1 must

meet C\. Inverting this figure in the unit circle, a normal to Cr goes into

a circle passing through z = 0 and orthogonal to C, and vice versa, and hence

these circles must meet Cr.

In the statement of Theorem 9, we have used only the images of normals to

C1. The theorem holds for the images of all lines ZGA^C7). These images con-

stitute a family of circles OiC) which may be obtained as follows. Let zi and z2

be two arbitrary points lying on C. Let c(0, zi, z2) designate the circle passing

through the indicated points. The harmonic mean of zi and z2, h.m. (zi, z2)
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= {(2r1+22"1)/2}_1i must also lie on c(0, zi, z2). Construct the circle passing

through the origin and h.m. (zi, z2) and orthogonal at the latter point to

c(0, Zi, Zi). 0(C) is the family of all such circles(2).

Theorem 9 may be worded in the following slightly altered form: Let

z=f(w)=w+ • • • be regular and schlicht in \w\ ^r. Then all the circles of

the family 0(Cr¡), ri<r, must have points in common with Cr. This has an

interesting geometric consequence, as r\—»0. At the point P on Cri, let a de-

note the smaller angle between the normal to Cr¡ and the radius vector OP.

This angle measures the departure from circularity of Cri at P. If the circle A

passing through O and P and orthogonal at P to Cri has the diameter D

= D(P), then it is easily seen that

(48) sin a = OP ID = \f\/D.

Now, as ri—»0, |/|—>0, while by Theorem 9, D*tm>Q. Hence a—>0. Thus,

the images of circles |m>| —ri, rx small, must be increasingly circle-like. In

order to make this statement more precise, as well as to show that distortion

theorems for schlicht functions of a type investigated by Golusin [5 ] may be

derived from Theorem 9, we shall next prove a lemma which expresses the

diameter D directly in terms of the mapping function f(w).

Lemma. Let z=f(w), f(0) =0, be regular in \w\ gr, mapping the circumfer-

ence onto CT. Let P = P(r, do) be the image of wo = reiH. Then the circle A passing

through 0 and P and orthogonal to C, has diameter D given by

(49) D = | /[ /sin  | arg wf'(w)/f(w) |, w = w0.

Proof. We have df/dO = iwf'(w). The slope of Cr at P is tan arg df(reie)/dd \ 9o.

Hence, the slope of the normal is — ctn arg df/dô\e0= — ctn arg iwf'(w)\w¡¡

= tan arg wf'(w)\Wt¡. The slope of the radius vector OP is tan arg f(wo).

Hence, if a*, OrSa* <ir, designates the angle from the normal to OP, we have

tan arg w/'//|„0 = tan a*. Therefore,

. a* = arg wf'/f\Wo;    0 ^ arg wf'/f\Wa < r,

a* = arg wf'/f\W(l + tt;    - t g arg wf'/f\w<¡ < 0.

In either case, | arg wf'/f\ „0 is one of the angles between the normal and the

radius vector. Formula (49) now follows from (48).

Theorem 10. Let z=f(w)=w-\-a2w2-\- ■ ■ ■ be regular and schlicht in

\w\ £|1, mapping this circle onto a domain B. Let

(51) M = max dist (0, bdry B).

Then,

• (s) It is easily seen that 0(C) can also be described as the family of all circlesyl(zi, Z2, t),

t<\, ¡¡i, ZiÇiC, which pass through z = 0.
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(52) arg | wf'(w)/f(w) \ ^ aresin [K(M) \f\],

whenever the right-hand member is defined.

Proof. If m is defined as in (41), then by the distortion theorem of Pick,

m'=l/K(M). By Theorem 9, all circles A must have points in common with

the boundary of B. Therefore, by our lemma,

(53) | /| /sin | arg wf'(w)/f(w) \ £» S¡ Í/K(M),

whence

(54a) | arg wf'(w)/f(w) | g arcsin [K(M) \f\],

(54b) | arg wf'(w)/f(w) | g arcsin [4|/|].

Corollary 10.1 (3). Let a = a(P) designate the smaller angle between the

normal to Cr at P and the radius vector OP. Then,

(55) limsupa/r ^ K(M).
r->0

Proof. By the Koebe Verzerrungsatz, |/| ^r/(\ —r)2. This estimate, com-

bined with (54a), yields the stated result.

We remark that in Golusin [5] it is shown that \{f(w) =w+a2w2-\- • ■ • is

regular and schlicht in \w\ <1, then

i i 1 + | w |
(56) I arg wf'(w)/f(w) \ = log-¡—¡- •    .

1 — | w\

The lim sup in (55) may therefore be improved as follows

(57) lim sup a/r g min (K(M), 2).

The estimates (54) are essentially independent of (56). For, refer-

ring to (54b), select f(w) =w/(i— w)2, and w0= — tanh 7r/4=— .65. Then,

log (1 + 1 w0|)/(l — | Wo| ) =tt/2, while arcsin |4w0/(l — w0)2\ = arcsin (1 — e~w)

<t/2.
For a given domain B, define a domain constant r,- as the least upper

bound of values r such that the interior mapping function f(w)=w-\-a2w2

-f- • • • is regular and schlicht in \w\ ¿r.

Theorem 11. Let 5 equal the minimum diameter of circles passing through

0 and orthogonal to the boundary of B. Then,

(58) n < 46,

with the sharper inequality

(59)_ S = filK(Mln).

(s) For distortion theorems using a different definition of circularity, see Walsh [13].
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Proof. Consider h(w)=r~lf(rw)=w-\- • • • . The function h(w) is regular

and schlicht in \w\ ¿ 1, mapping it onto a domain B' for which the maximum

distance from the origin to the boundary is M/r. By Pick's distortion

theorem,

min   | h(w) | ^ l/K(M/r).
|«i|-l

Hence,

min   | f(w) | ^ ri/K(M/ri) > ri/4.
\W\=T

But, by Theorem 9,

min   | f(w) I ^ 5.
\w\=r

Theorems 7 and 9 may be reformulated analytically as follows.

Theorem 7a. Let f(w) be regular and schlicht in \ w\ ^1. Then, to every w,

\w\ >1, there exists a 0, 0Sd^2ir, such that

f(w) - f(e  )

wf'(w)

is real. In addition, to every pair w\, w2, \Wi\ = \w2\ >1, there exists a d such

that

f(wi) + f(wj) - 2/(c")

f(wi) - f(w2)

is purely imaginary.

Theorem 9a. Let f(w) be regular and schlicht in \w\ ^1, and let/(0)=0,

/'(0) = 1. Then, to every w, \w\ < 1, there exists ad, 0s=05= 27r, such that

/   1 1    \
wf'(w) (-)

\f(w)        /(*») J

is real. In addition, to every pair wi, w,, |Wi\ = \w2\ <1, there exists a 6 such

that

1 1 2

J^) + J^)~7î^)
i       i

f(wi)      f(w2)

is purely imaginary.
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5. The case of multiply-connected regions. In the present section, we

shall obtain, for multiply-connected regions, theorems which are direct gen-

eralizations of Theorem 7 and 9. Instead of the Faber polynomials, we shall

utilize certain sets of rational functions introduced by Walsh. In addition,

we shall derive a theorem for total sets of rational functions corresponding

to Theorem 1.

Let there be given a bounded region B and a set LB of functions which

are regular in B and such that to each boundary point z¡, of B and to each

e>0, there exists a function /G-i-s with a singularity in C(zb', e). We shall

say that the set of rationals

Pn(Z) (Z   -   ßF)   •   •   •   (Z   -   ßF)
(60) rn(z) = i-i-i- =-~^--—- (n = 1, 2, • ■ • )

qn(z)        (z - a(n)) • ■ • (z - a(n>)
1 n

is total over B if every function /G-Ls has an expansion of the form

(61) f(z) = D anrn(z)
n=l

convergent at each point of B.

Theorem 12. Let Zb¡ and Z62 be two arbitrary but distinct boundary points

of B. If a set of rationals rn(z) is total over B, and if all the zeros ß\n) lie in the

circle A =A (zb¡, Zb2; t), / < 1, then there must be a limit point of poles a^ in A.

Proof. Let us note at the outset that for t>l, the regions .4(zi, z2; /)

where z satisfies \(z — z1)/(z — z2)\ ^t are no longer bounded but are de-

termined by the relation -4(z!, z2; /) = (comp ^4(z2, zù \/t))~. Let z¡ denote an

arbitrary but fixed point interior to B. We shall prove initially that it is

impossible to have

ßF <=A(zbv zi;h),
(62) (n)

a;    G A(zi, Zbt; /2) (i = 1, 2, • • • , n; n = n0; txt2 < 1).

Select an e so small that C(zhl; e)CA(Zb¡, z¡; ti), and assume that (62) holds

with some fixed h, /2, Zi/2<1. We shall now estimate the product

I aw II <n> I
(») \z — ßi \ zi — ai

(63) ir¿
zi - ß (n) »   —  /v(")

for zCHCizbi', e). Let d= ¡Zi,, — z¡\, then

(64) i Z - ß'"' I    <   1 s - »», I + 1 »», - ßF i        J_
| zi - |3i»' |   _ \zi - j8«»> | ~ d/2
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while

(65)

(Ti) i (B) i (n)

Zi — a, \ zr — a, \ Zr — ai

- a(n) \ Zb, - a(B) - zb, + z\ zbl — a(n)    —

I ('° I /1 m I /
\ zr — ai    j / | Zfci — a.- «2

1 -
I St, - a<»> | (d/2) - t

Therefore, by choosing e sufficiently small, and in view of W2<1, we may

make T$*£lf<l (n^n0; i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n), for all z in C(zbl; e). Now, let

/GÍ-J5 possess a singularity in C(zbx; e). The function/ possesses an expansion

(61) convergent in B, and hence, in particular, in the point z/. Therefore we

have, for some M>0, \a„p„(zr)/qn(zr)\ <M (n = 0, 1, • • ■ ) so that \an\

<M\qn(zi)/pn(zr)\- The series (61) will therefore be dominated by

mZ
qn(zr)   pn(z)

p„(zi)   qn(z)
< M'X l'" < °°

for zGC(zti, e). The series (61) will therefore converge uniformly and ab-

solutely in C(zbl; e) and thus represents an analytic continuation of f(z) to

C(zbl; e). This is impossible.

Suppose now that all the zeros are located in ^4(z&,; zr', h), ¿i<l. Set

ti = h-\-e. For e sufficiently small, (h-\-e)~l> 1. By the previous result, it is

impossible that all but a finite number of poles lie in A(zr, Zbt; (¿i+€)-1)

= comp int A(zbv Zr, h-\-e). Therefore there must be a limit point of poles in

A (zbv zi, ¿i+e). By letting e—>0, we can therefore conclude that if all the zeros

are located in A(zbv Zr, t), t<l, then there must be a limit point of poles

in the same circle.

Finally, let Z/„ be a sequence of interior points such that lim,,..*, Zrn = Zbr

To every €>0, there will be an «0such that the circles A(z6l, zrn; t+e) (n^n0)

all contain the circle A(zbv Zb2; t) in their interior. If, therefore, all the zeros

are assumed to lie in the latter, then there must be a limit point of poles in

A(zbv zrn; t-\-t). The result now follows by letting e—>0, w—>».

We now digress briefly to describe the process of interpolation by rational

functions (cf. Walsh [12]). A rational function

ftn0s" + ftmz"-1 + ■ ■ ■ + bnn
rn(z) =

(z — aM) • • • (z ,(n)\

is said to interpolate to the function/(z) at the points /3¡w (¿=1,2, • • • , «) if

fißf) ~rn(ßi)). The fundamental problem of interpolation by rationals is to

study the convergence of r„(z) thus determined to/(z). In the particular case
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where the zeros and the poles do not depend on «, i.e., ß[n) = ßk, ctkn)=cxk, it

may be shown that the rniz) which interpolate to /(z) may be expressed in

the form

» (z - ßi) ■ ■ • (z - ßj)
(66) rniz) = E L£f) J--

,_i (z - aO ■ ■ ■ (z - otj)

where L¡ indicates a certain fixed (i.e., independent of « and /) linear func-

tional. In this case, the convergence of r„iz) to/(z) is equivalent to the state-

ment

(67) f(z) =  E £,-(/)- •
i=i (z - ai) ■ • • (z - a¡)

For the sake of convenience of reference, we now state two theorems on

interpolation by rationals which are due to Walsh. Our statement will be

found to be less general than that given in [12].

Theorem 13a. Let B be a bounded region whose boundary b consists of a

finite number of mutually disjoint analytic Jordan curves, and let the origin z = 0

lie in B. Then there exists a sequence of points «i, a2, ■ ■ ■ on b with the following

property. Let G(z, 0, B) designate the Green's function of B with singularity

log l/|z|. If the function f(z) is regular in Gr: G(z, 0, B)>r — 0, then it possesses

an expansion of the form

(68) fiz) = ¿ an
n_o      (z — ai) • • • (z — a«)

valid in Gr.

Theorem 13b. Let Co and Ci be two nonintersecting analytic Jordan curves

or nonintersecting sets each of a finite number of nonintersecting curves.Suppose

that a region R is bounded by Co and Ci and that one curve of the set Co contains

all the other curves of the set Co and all the curves of the set d. Let u(z) be har-

monic in R, continuous in R, and such that u(z)=0, zGCo; m(z) = 1, zGCi-

Let i?„ be the region or set of regions bounded by the complete locus u(z) =p,

0</u<l, Rß containing in its interior no point of Co- Then there exist sets of

points aie and ßk lying on Co and Ci respectively, such that if fiz) is analytic in

i?M, then (61) holds uniformly in Rß.

The set of rationals appearing in (68) and the set determined as above are

therefore total over their respective regions of expandability. We now apply

Theorem 12 to each of these theorems.

Theorem 14. Let the region B be bounded by a finite number of mutually dis-

joint analytic Jordan curves b, and let the origin z = 0 lie in B. Suppose that

the Green's function G(z, 0, B) can be continued across all boundaries to the value
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r', r'<0, and that ft' designates the curve or sets of curves satisfying G(z, 0, B)

= r', it being assumed that one curve of V contains the whole configuration.

Then b' must intersect each member of the family of circles 0(b). (See pp. 94-

95 for the definition of this family.)

Proof. Designate by B' the region bounded by the set of curves V. We

have G(z, 0, B)—r' = G(z, 0, B') and therefore the curves of ft are the level

lines G(z, 0, B') = —r'. By Theorem 13a, there exists a set of rationals

z"/(z —«i) • • ■ (z — a„), ou£i', which are total over B. Each member of the

family 0(b) by definition passes through z = 0, and therefore contains all the

zeros of this set of rationals. Hence by Theorem 12, each circle of this family

must contain a limit point of poles. But these are located on the curves V,

and the theorem therefore follows.

The following observations should be made at this point. Let the com-

ponents of ft be designated by fti, ft2, ■ • • , i« and those of ft' by b[, b'2, • • ■ , b'n.

If any circle of the family 0(b) fails to have points in common with ft,, ft2, • • -,

ft¡_i, i1+i, ■ ■ ■ ,bn, then it surely must have points in common with b[. If the

region B is simply-connected, then the curve i' must have points in common

with each member of 0(b). Since for this case, the level lines of the Green's

function are the radienbilder of the mapping function, we have again estab-

lished, using the Walsh rationals, Theorem 9 in the general form. Thus

Theorem 14 is the direct generalization of Theorem 9 to the case of multiply-

connected regions.

Theorem 15. Let Co and G be as in Theorem 13b, the curve C^ containing

the whole configuration. Let also u(z) be the harmonic function described in

Theorem 13b, and let C_, designate the analytic Jordan curve or curves which

are the level lines of u(z) assumed to be continued across Co- u(z) = — rj, zCEC—,,

r¡ > 0. Suppose furthermore that one curve CL1', contains the whole configuration.

If, now, Zbx and Zb¡ are two arbitrary boundary points of Co and if A(zbv z>,2; t),

t<l, contains G, then it must have points in common with CL1^.

Proof. Let u*(z) = (u(z)+-n)/(l-\-r¡). Then u* is harmonic, is 0 on C_„

and 1 on G. The level lines u*(z) =17/(1+7;) are precisely Co. Thus, by Theo-

rem 13b, there exist points /?,■ on G and a, on C_„ such that the set of ra-

tionals (67) is total over the region RM, p = r¡/(l+r¡). If, now, all the curves of

G are assumed to lie in a circle A(zbv z&2; /), t<l, Zb¡G.Co, then a fortiori all

the points /3¿ lie in this circle. The conclusion now follows by an application

of Theorem 12.

It is to be observed that Theorem 15 gives information as to the possible

continuation of u(z) only in the case where the original configuration C0, G

is such that G is contained in a circle A(zbv Zb2; t), t<l, z^GG-

A similar theorem may be derived for the continuation of u(z) across the

curves G. Generalization to the case where some of the boundary curves are

not analytic is also possible.  For the case of doubly-connected regions,
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Theorem 15 is immediately translatable into a distortion theorem for func-

tions which are schlicht in an annulus.

Theorem 16. Let w =f(z) be regular and schlicht in the annulus 0 O0 = | z|

^ri < » . If r0<r* Oi, and if, for some / < 1, we have

(69)
/(roe") - /(rV»0

< /
f(roeie) - f(r*e-

for 0^6 = 2ir, dx, d2 arbitrary, then there must exist a 03 such that

firm's) - fir*eie0 j
(70)

firieie>) - f(r*eie*)
< t.

Proof. Designate the images/(r^), 0=^9 = 2ir, by d (i = 0, 1). Let u(w) be

that function which is harmonic in the region bounded by Co and Ci, and is

0 and 1 on Co and Ci respectively. Set u*(w) =log (ro/r/)u(w)-\-\og rj, and

let d*(w) be its harmonic conjugate. This is not single-valued, but f~l(w)

= exp [u*(w)-\-iv*(w)] is single-valued. It is now clear that the level lines

of u*, and hence of u, are the images of the concentric circles 0<r0^r^ri< ».

The result now follows from an application of Theorem 15.

Roughly put, we may say that if there be given two analytic curves Co, Ci

with Co containing Ci and the latter located sufficiently "off center" (so that

(69) is satisfied), then the level lines of u which surround Co must all lie

close to Co. Indeed they must all pass through each circle ^4(z¡,,, z¡,2; /). This

result may also be interpreted as a minimum modulus theorem for functions

which are schlicht in an annulus.
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